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plexity of the cytoplasm. Over the next two decades,Report from Cell Block #4
the young science of cell biology began to explain these
unexpected and beautiful structures, and succeeded in
laying the foundations of molecular explanations forMolecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition
their function. The first edition of MBOC recognized thisBy B. Alberts, A. Johnson, J. Lewis,
accomplishment, and devoted nearly 90% of its 1100M. Raff, K. Roberts, and P. Walter
pages to subjects other than the nucleus. Second,
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MBOC described cell biology in terms of its findings—
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the text was full of experiments and images, including
many electron micrographs, and chapters ended with
references to specific journal articles as well as reviews.
In Arthur Conan Doyle’s Valley of Fear, Sherlock Holmes The presence of these experiments supported a peda-
receives a coded message. Inspection of the string of gogy centered around how we know what we know
numbers and words leads irresistibly to the conclusion about cells. Third, the text made liberal use of cartoons
that the key to the message is an unnamed book. Simple and diagrams. This habit is now universal in lectures
ratiocination shows that the sender of the message as- directed at either colleagues or sophomores, but its
sumed that Holmes would already possess the book: importance in making the subject clear to students can-
“Our search is narrowed down to standardized books not be overemphasized.
which anyone may be supposed to possess,” says From this beginning, subsequent editions have ad-
Holmes. As I read this story aloud to my 10 year old vanced with the field while negotiating several hazards.
son, he interrupted, puzzled about what kind of book One hazard has been the growth of knowledge of the
Holmes had in mind. I pointed out that everyone has biology of cells. As more problems have been solved,
books at home, but different people have different and new ones uncovered, the volume of material being
books. Holmes was trying to identify some book that reviewed has increased. Inevitably, pressure appeared
everyone would have. My son immediately replied “Oh, to reduce the attention to experiments in order to free
like Molecular Biology of the Cell!” “Huh?” was my in- space for the new discoveries and systems that have
spired reply. “Sure,” he said, “you’ve got that book, and come to light since the last edition was published; the
so does Ken, and Ray, and Dick, and Edouard, and Rob. result was fewer images and more cartoons. The
Everybody has that book!” dreaded end point of this process is the canonical intro-
I think this story reflects the common experience of ductory biology textbook: an interminable list of the
cell biologists—everyone (or more precisely, a million “facts” of the field, hung on principles whose origins are
people or so) owns a copy of the Molecular Biology of simply deus ex machina. A second hazard, or pair of
the Cell, acquired as a text for an undergraduate or hazards, arises from the growth of knowledge in the
graduate course in cell biology, or as an indispensable sister fields of biochemistry and molecular biology. Ad-
reference for working scientists whose experiments lead vances in biochemistry and particularly structural biol-
them to some unexpected corner of this complex field. ogy provide atomically detailed insights into the mecha-
After a long 8 years, the 3rd edition has been replaced nisms by which individual proteins work. No scientist
by a 4th edition. Given the success of previous editions, interested in a particular biological problem is immune
brand loyalty will probably assure its commercial suc- to the excitement and satisfaction that knowledge at
cess: a recent check put it at 589th place on Amazon’s this level provides. But tracing all of these connections
list of best sellers, by comparison with 19,657th place requires combining biochemistry and cell biology, each
for a prominent competitor. How will the experience a field too large already for a single course at any level.
of users of the new MBOC compare with that of their Similarly, the ongoing march of molecular biology pro-
predecessors? And as the mother of reviews, what does vides a continuous fountain of detail on the mechanisms
this textbook say about the field which it hopes to in- of gene expression and its regulation. In addition, the
troduce? technology of this field is part of the toolkit of every cell
Thinking about these questions depends in part on biologist, and the explosion of knowledge in the field,
what users found, and liked, in previous editions. One including the outpouring of data from various genome
obvious property of the previous editions is that they projects, is a matter for the popular press. Failure to
were comprehensive, as evidenced not only by the table include new findings from these fields thus seems to be
of contents, but also by the weight (2–3 kilos of informa- a willful abdication of responsibility to the student.
tion). The 4th edition, at 3.5 kilos, is a worthy exemplar The 4th edition of MBOC shows the effects of all of
of this virtue. But there have been at least three other these developments and hazards. A response to modern
virtues. First, MBOC from the beginning aimed to cover developments in molecular biology can be seen without
the modern discipline of cell biology. EB Wilson’s classic opening the book—the succession of micrographs that
1928 synthesis—The Cell in Development and Hered- have graced the front covers of previous editions seem
ity—was almost entirely about the cell nucleus, because at first glance to have been replaced by nothing at all,
basophilic stains made nuclei or chromosomes the easi- until the collection of bar codes at the top is recognized
est things to see. All this changed in the 1950s, when as a representation of human chromosome 1. These
symbolic nods to molecular biology’s most famous re-the electron microscope revealed the dramatic com-
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cent accomplishments are matched by extensive “Different cells can respond differently to the same intra-
changes inside. While there are few new conclusions cellular signal molecule.” After a brief mention of the
for cell biology to be drawn from the newly available most important signaling principle (in my opinion)—“The
genomic sequences, there have been many advances concentration of a molecule can be adjusted quickly
in our understanding of genes. These advances are re- only if the lifetime of the molecule is short”—comes
flected in an effective doubling of the number of pages a discussion of membrane receptors, internal second
devoted to the subject, and significant changes in their messengers large and small, binding domains, sudden
position. These chapters (4 through 7) now appear be- and persistent responses, and sensitiviy, all with clear
fore the chapters devoted to experimental methodolo- diagrams and prose, but few specific examples and no
gies. As might be expected from this position, much of experiments. Then specific systems can be ignored no
the material is presented as bare fact. For example, longer, and G-protein-linked systems, including cAMP,
in Chapter 5, the components of the DNA replication inositol, calcium (with oscillations), and the olfactor and
machinery are presented in detail, with an abundance visual systems are presented one after another. Car-
of cartoons and lucid prose, but little experimental infor- toons give way to a few experiments in the latter cases,
mation. Somewhat abruptly, just as the detail becomes but then it’s back to tyrosine kinase, Ras, PI-3 kinase,
wearisome, the prose stream suddenly turns to experi- Jak-STAT, guanyl cyclase, and bacterial chemotaxis.
ments on replication origins. A similar seesaw is found Proteolysis systems then follow, including Notch, Wnt-
in later chapters on gene transcription and on the regula- frizzled, Hedgehog, and NF-B (but not the SREBP/
tion of gene expression. Overall, the claim that these SCAP system). Plants get a section of their own, with the
chapters, along with the introductory Chapter 1 on cells LRR system, ethylene, and phototropism taking pride of
and genomes and the methodological Chapter 8, “can place. In every instance, the discussions are tight, the
be used as a stand-alone text in molecular biology” is cartoons focused on essentials, the basic mechanisms
a little optimistic, and leaves the impression that they clear, and no quarter is given to the poor student who
distract from the overall object of the text—to introduce
must strain to hold all of these details in working memory
the subject of cell biology.
for the few hours before the relevant examination. What
The seductive power of advances in biochemistry, and
does such a chapter accomplish? For students, it is aparticularly structural biology, are evident everywhere in
temporary and soon forgotten vocabulary lesson. Forthe text, in the form of ribbon diagrams of solved protein
reference purposes, it is a treasure—someday, the textstructures. In almost every case, the authors handle these
will come off the student’s shelf like Holmes’s almanactemptations with aplomb. Structures are presented, and
and this chapter will help decode some topical puzzle.then routinely re-presented as cartoon elements whose
Clearly, the signaling chapter, unlike the one on therelationship to the underlying structure is obvious. These
cytoskeleton, but like many of its sister chapters, doessimplifications of protein structures are then used in dia-
not testify to the existence of a few underlying principlesgrams that are suffused with intelligence and ingenuity,
that can define cell biology; instead, it records a multi-and constitute some of the most remarkable features of the
tude of specific examples, elements of which are foundbook. Atomic details from these structures are presented
in more than one organism or pathway, but with manysparingly, and generally with good cell biological purpose.
or even all the details different. The reason for this irre-With the possible exception of the electron transport chain
ducible complexity is that cell biology, like the rest of(where function is fundamentally biochemical and no eco-
biology, records the successes of natural selection innomical description can be sufficient), biochemistry is han-
cobbling together solutions to pressing problems usingdled very well in this edition.
But what of the advances in cell biology itself? The the miscellaneous materials presented by gene duplica-
impact of the large amount of new material is variable. tion and mutation. In the past, we have sometimes spo-
In the case of the chapter on the cytoskeleton (Chapter ken in deprecating tones of our scientific predecessors
16), advances in the field have resulted in dramatic “stamp-collecting” their way through the characteriza-
changes from the original chapter in the 1st edition, which tion of the phylogeny and life histories of the earth’s
began with muscle and cilia. Our understanding of the species. Now, the genome projects have presented us
chemistry of monomer polymerization, nucleotide tri- with new sets of stamps to collect, characterize, de-
phosphate utilization, and motor mechanisms have uni- scribe, and explain. Like our predecessors, we can’t
fied our view of the underlying logic of the tubulin- and usually reduce our insights into a few general principles
actin-based cytoskeletal systems, and this unity of view because of the way organisms have evolved, but we
is now clearly apparent in a presentation which begins can always anticipate growing satisfaction with the de-
with principles, and proceeds to instances and implica- tail and clarity of our understanding of all the many
tions. In this presentation, intermediate filaments are
instances we find. The 4th edition of the Molecular Biol-
exposed as an eccentric uncle, and muscle and cilia
ogy of the Cell does an excellent job of reporting ourdrift to the end as the special cases that they are. The
progress, and the next generation of purchasers shouldresult is a vindication of the view that understanding
not regret the presence of this text on their bookshelves.makes the world appear simpler and more sensible.
At the other end of the spectrum is the chapter on
cell signaling (Chapter 15). The chapter opens with a
Patrick Williamsondiscourse on general signaling principles, but almost
Department of Biologyimmediately, the generality disappears in sections
Amherst Collegeheaded “Each cell is programmed to respond to specific
combinations of extracellular signal molecules” and Amherst, Massachusetts
